Top 5s Finest is currently looking for creative minds that can research VIRAL/eye-catching top
list titles.

RESPONSIBILITIES
- Keep up with what's trending
- Search for the most popular and eye-catching video titles on YouTube, or elsewhere.
Preferably in the “Mystery/Creepy/Mind-blowing" category. Other categories also accepted.
- Search for the most popular and eye-catching video titles on YouTube that may have also
been used in other popular list channels.

EXAMPLE OF GREAT TITLES:
- Scariest Cities to Explore on Google Earth!
- Alien Creatures Left Behind on Earth!
- Dark Secrets Brands Don't Want You to Know!
- Mysterious Things That Appeared Out of Nowhere!
- Things NASA Doesn't Want You to Know!
- Etc...

QUALIFICATIONS
1) Strong research and organization skills
2) Have a sixth sense of titles that WOULD go viral and the ones that wouldn't
3) Follow instructions accordingly, always be on time.
4) Meet all Deadlines: - All valid titles must be generated before the 15th of each month.
BONUS: Experienced in researching enticing/interesting video titles for Top Lists channels

PROCESS:
You will gather 3-4 lists of 50 eye-catchy/top-notch titles relevant to Top 5s Finest, and we will
pick 60 valid titles out of the list. If we are able to pick the 60 valid ones from the first 2 lists,
then no need to make the other 2 lists of 50 titles.
Here is our channel so you get an idea of the types of categories/types of titles that work well
in Top 5s Finest: https://www.youtube.com/top5sfinest

RESUME:
- 5 title suggestions that you think would be top-notch performers for our YouTube channel
Do you think you can be a great candidate for our team?
If so, send us the 5 mentioned title samples to thefinestjobs@hotmail.com and we will contact
you shortly.

NOTE: Candidates who submit their resume/cover without the required samples will not be
valid.

